Winter 2010
Chairman’s Notes
The beginning of a new year is always a good time to reflect on the year that has just ended and I’m sure most
would agree that it has been an excellent year for the Society. We have had some really good meetings and
events and it is difficult to pick out any as being better than others but I think if I were to pick the most
memorable of our indoor meetings the talk given in April by Dr Richard Scrivener on the geology of Devon
stands out. Several people commented to me on what a good talk this was and maybe he will come back and
follow up his talk on some future occasion. More recently we have had some excellent presentations by John
Hickey on river management, Kate Tobin on the Axe Estuary lagoon construction and from Professor Bryony
Cole on European beavers .Turning to outdoor events it seems that I missed an excellent visit to Braunton
Burrows in June but I was able to attend a very enjoyable evening outing to Aylesbeare Common in July. It is
an area I know well so it was nice to be able share it with our members. Perhaps the highlight of the evening
was a memorable encounter with Nightjars at nearby Woodbury Common.
Some people will recall that we had a few technical problems at our members meetings in particular at the
‘Reflections’ evening in February. To some extent this was due to us having to rely on borrowed equipment
with which the various types of media that contributors wanted to show was not always compatible. You will
no doubt be pleased to hear, that following some fund raising initiatives taken by the committee, we have
recently purchased a new digital projector and are about to buy a new laptop computer with which it is hoped
we will be able provide more polished presentations at this year’s members evenings.
The web site continues to be an excellent source of information for all people searching for information on the
internet about natural history in our area. The number of new visits to the site is gradually increasing and we
have gained at least one new member as well as having several contacts made from people with varying
interests. We have also had invitations extended to us to participate in various events, surveys etc. In
August the Natural History Museum invited us to take part in what they called a ‘Bioblitz’ on Wembury Beach
for the purpose of recording as much as possible of the wildlife to be found there in 24 hour. Unfortunately it
clashed with our open event at Roliphants otherwise some of us would have become involved. More recently
we have been asked to take part in a survey being undertaken by Mid Devon District Council on the future of
Amory Park in Tiverton. (See Peter Richardson’s article below). We have also created two way links with
other south west Natural History based web sites which means that people visiting those sites can link directly
to ours and vice versa.
Another useful web contact was from the Science Technician of South Devon
College who wanted to find a new home for their collection of mounted stuffed animals which they no longer
needed. Ralph Hopper and Alan Hopkins had a look at the collection and as result we now have a number of
these on display at our headquarters at Roliphants. They include, amongst others, a magnificent Gannet, a
Red squirrel, a Red fox and some cases of birds eggs, any of which can be used whenever appropriate, e.g.
exhibitions, members’ evenings etc.
For us one of the highlights of our late summer wildlife experiences was in mid September when Brenda and I
spent a week in west Cornwall and sat on the sun drenched Lizard Point (yes it really was sun drenched)
where we watched a pair of grey seals frolicking in the sea just below. We watched for over an hour and they
were still there when we left.
Brenda and I wish all our members a very Happy New Year and we look forward to seeing as many of you as
possible at our meetings and events during 2010. The first of these is of course the Annual Buffet Dinner on
15th January at 6.30pm (not 7.30). The event has proved very popular since introduced in 2007 and if you
plan to attend and haven’t yet put your name down then please contact Doris Leader on 01398 351359. Could
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I also take the opportunity to remind members attending that if they plan to renew membership at the same
time it would help a lot if you could do so using the same cheque, i.e. dinner plus members subs £21 or £25
per person depending on level of membership.

Grey Seals off the Lizard Point (photos M Randle)

Malcolm Randle

Features

Morvah Swallows
Taking up the suggestion of an Autumn foray to Cornwall, from our visiting son - and armed with a forecast
of imminent excellent
weather in a poor
Summer
–
we
tracked
down
a
short-break cottage
on a farm in Morvah
(north coast near St
Just).
The approach

Over the next few days (9th – 12th September) we had clear blues skies, and the upper cottage windows
opened to views across fields of cattle and the coast. The fields and farm were the focus for masses of
House Martins and Swallows, skimming the grass for insects in preparation for their long migration soon. I
tried hard to photograph this elusive ‘aerial ballet’ but couldn’t track them with a telephoto lens.
On the morning of the 10th, large groups gathered on
the roofs and power lines to the farm, sections of them
rising together, circling then returning – as if ready to
leave. However, a couple of young swallows were
obviously not ready and they stayed anchored to the
line. Every minute or two a parent would return,
swooping down to pass a parcel of insects on-thewing, and be gone in a flash. It was an amazing sight
but difficult to predict where the incoming the adult
would return – and to photograph it. After watching
for a while it hit me that I need not watch for the adult,
just the behaviour of the youngster. It scanned the
sky intently and a second or so before ‘delivery’ gaped
its beak very wide. After many attempts I got the
sequence of photos you see. The next day they had
left.
The delivery

David Hennings
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A Sign of the times? - Perhaps!
During the morning of the 5th November I came across this caterpillar crossing the path at the Goat Walk
at Topsham.
My first thought was that it seemed a bit late in
the year for a hairy caterpillar to be about. Initially I was unsure
as to its species but after discussing it with my son Jon (who
can usually be relied upon to come up with the right answer)
believed it to be a member of the Tiger/Ermine moth family
(Arctiidae). This was confirmed by Ian Kimber of UK Moths
who thought the most likely candidate was a Muslin ermine
moth (Diaphora mendica) whilst our own Keith Hann thought
that it might be a Cream-spot Tiger moth. An Internet search
came up with an image which was virtually identical to mine
but this was a Saltmarsh moth which is exclusive to the
American continent so had to be discounted.
Assuming
that the Muslin ermine moth is the correct identification then
The caterpillar (photo M.Randle )
it certainly was late for it to be about as most should have pupated
by this time. Whilst probably just another example of the unusually mild autumn that we have just had, it
could possibly be another indicator of climate change. However it is not the latest that such caterpillars have
been seen as one was spotted on the pavement at Worthing Sussex on 11th November 2008.
So what about the Muslin ermine moth?
As mentioned above it is a
member of the family Arctiidae to which the Tiger and Ermine moths
belong as well as the slender bodied Footmen moths. Although the
adult moths are not similar in appearance the one thing that these
three groups have in common, apart from venation, is that they all
have very hairy caterpillars. The adult moth is between 15 and
20mm with the female resembling the White ermine moth but with
less spots whilst the male is a soft brown colour

adult female

with scattered black spots.
It occurs in woodland,
downland and suburban habitats, and is relatively
common in most of Britain. They are on the wing
between late April and early July depending on
location. Most of the Arctiidae family are diurnal by
nature but an interesting feature of the Muslin
moth is that the male flies by night and the
female by day which begs the question – how do they
adult male (photos courtesy of Wikipedia)
manage to mate? Presumably at dusk or dawn! It also has
an interesting defence mechanism, by flipping over on its back, curling up and playing dead. Food plants are
docks, plantains and other low growing herbs.
I should be most interested if anyone has any comments on any of the above.
Malcolm Randle
Roliphants Report 15th December 2009
At last it seems that colder weather is on the way so perhaps we will see an influx of winter visitors which so
far have been rather scarce. Only a week ago the occasional frog was visible in one of the garden ponds
resisting the need to hibernate. As late as mid November some non-metamorphosed tadpoles were
observed, but have now vanished to the depths. Will they hibernate there as some of the adults do? This
has been observed in Scotland and presumably in Scandinavia and Russia (Rana temporaria is the most
northerly frog species its range extending beyond the Arctic Circle a range matched by the viviparous
common lizard and adder). I will be watching this particular pond closely in early Spring to see if any
reappear.
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Our regular garden visiting pair of buzzards reared a single youngster who finally left the parents’ territory
towards the end of November. I know this is so because instead of three coming to the feed station we now
just have the parents and the very vocal and parent pestering youngster is no longer to be heard. We trust
that at last it has become a successful independent adult hunter and scavenger. As with so many young
birds the first winter presents a big challenge.
The mixed flock of Jackdaws and Rooks which roost in our wood and adjoining Radlett wood, regularly put
on a good aerial and vocal display before settling and are well worth watching at this time of year. Filming
this event is more problematic as the light levels tend to be too low but the sound is great.
Of the three camera nest
boxes in the garden two
have regularly roosting
Great tits so it is highly
likely that others of the 50
odd nest boxes around the
farm are being used too.
However this should not
deter you from cleaning
them
out
now
in
preparation
for
next
season; when checking
one of the cameras
alignment late in the afterThe invaded nestbox (photo A Hopkins)
noon the incumbent was waiting
and twittering close by and took possession within minutes of us completing
the task! I consider winter box cleaning good practice since this gives a good
idea of nest building and likely breeding success but don’t be surprised to
find the odd dead chick or addled egg as well as snails earwigs spiders etc., and perhaps evidence of
dormice. One of our nestboxes was occupied by bumble bees this summer which was then attacked by
waxmoth and finally invaded by spiders, presumably after the waxmoth larvae. There really is a war going
on in the garden of Eden in the battle for survival.
This Autumn I was fortunate to be able to film a family of badgers in a garden in Tiverton (sow and two cubs)
and have never before been quite so close to these animals as they foraged about 3 yards away. They were
magnificent specimens but we cannot escape the fact that not all badgers are as healthy, TB being a
significant threat to their well being as well as to cattle and deer. Control in cattle is costing millions.
Control in badgers, as the principal wildlife reservoir, is being evaluated with vaccines being trialled and the
likelihood of some culling as with cattle. .Sadly we are still a long way from eliminating this disease which is
now so widespread and which was so rare back in the sixties and seventies when it was being regarded as a
thing of the past and an eradication success story for agriculture.
Winter can seem a dull time to many; bare trees, few flowers, fewer insects, short days, little sun, much of life
marking time or hiding. But this is a time to sharpen our observation skills. We do have some winter wildlife
hotspots (our estuaries for example) and in only two months time things will start jumping again---frogs of
course, and will kick start a new productive cycle in nature’s calendar.
Alan Hopkins
Jeff’s Fungus Report 2009
The fungi at the beginning of the season in August gave promising signs of a good season but this was not
born out in practice. Some interesting Russulas (Brittlegills) appeared in the gardens at Knightshayes Court,
Russula’s farinipes, amoenolens (no common names) and Russula sororia (Sepia Brittlegill) were new
records for me for this site. That was the early interesting bit, the rest of the season was busy but sparse in
number and varieties. My pet from 2008 – Hypocreopsis rhododendri appeared in two new sites but we also
lost one. I have now learnt of three new sites where it has been reported to have been seen, one on a
different host tree (Willow, normally Hazel). These sites are currently being investigated.
Apart from Knightshayes Court, where under Pines in three different flushes I found Suillus granulates
(Weeping Bolete), Suillus bovines (Bovine Bolete or Jersey Cow) and Suillus luteus (Slippery Jack),
Boletes have been relatively sparse. I discovered Six Deathcaps (Amanita phalloides) at Knightshayes in
their usual place. One was destroyed owing to it being close to where children play. Some Slender and
Pipe Clubs (Macrotyphula junceus and fistulosa including var. Contorta) were found at Rosemoor RHS
Gardens and these were thrilling finds.
I found an Earthstar in the Loxbeare church yard (Geastrum
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striatum), plus some waxcaps – pretty brightly coloured fungi found on lawns. Knightshayes Court is good
for waxcaps with up to 13 different species here.
The above are just a few interesting species that I have found this year out of some 1800 records so far this
season. All my records end up on two websites Association of British Fungus Group and the British
Mycological Society. I believe anyone can log on to these.
Jeff Benn
Brown Hares - Lepus europaeus
Now that I am a new member of the Mid Devon Natural History
Society (albeit somewhat of a distant one as I live in Yateley,
Hampshire) I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself.
My career and hobbies have essentially been in engineering but
over the last few years I have found my interests moving more and
more towards nature. I still work in engineering but now most of my
spare time is spent absorbing natural history and the best way I
have found to do that is to combine it with my love of photography.
I’m certainly no expert or even that knowledgeable in any field of
natural history so all I can share with you is what I’ve learnt and
observed so far in my newly found passion.
My job takes me all over the country and I spend a lot of time in
Lincolnshire. One sunny day whilst there and just half a mile from
the Humber estuary I was leaning over an old wooden gate trying to
get another glimpse of a bird that had just flown by when something
else suddenly caught my eye. Out in the middle of the meadow was
what looked like a chunk of earth but earth doesn’t normally move !
This was my first encounter with a brown hare and luckily it hadn’t
yet seen me. It was lying in its ‘form’ a sort of groove or dip in the
Brown Hare -Lepus europaeus
ground where they often lay and sleep. I gradually raised my camera
and slowly moved towards the end of the gate to get cover from the hedge. From there I was able to
observe it for some time and get some reasonable shots. This was the moment that inspired my interest in
brown hares.
To feed my new found interest I found myself in search of hares wherever I went and managed to find
other places dotted all around Lincolnshire where I also observed them. I started to get to know exactly
the sort of terrain they liked which was mainly large arable fields that had been planted out with wheat. A
constant frustration though, was that I could never get close enough. This was because as soon as a hare
knew I was there it would quickly scamper deeper into the farmland and trespassing on farm land is not
advisable! Therefore I needed permission from a local farmer who owned the land that I’d seen a
particular amount of hares boxing upon. I literally knocked on the door of a very friendly farmer who was
happy to grant me permission to wander all over his land.
Liberated by this freedom I was certainly at an advantage as I could
now amble off into the farmland unperturbed and away from human
presence! I established some great observation posts or natural
hides like drainage ditches, hedges and hay bales etc. I sited the
majority of these on the borders of
fields because the hares seemed to
use these ‘natural lines’ as
pathways. Now knowing this trait of
theirs I would lay downwind in wait
of them.
This could be as long as
Trotting along
a few hours before one (or may-be three)
came trotting along towards my lens.
Trotting is probably the best way
to describe the way they move between locations as they are not in a
particular hurry but don’t really want to be hanging around. Saying this
though they also seemed to be rather laid back’ as quite a few times they
got very close to me before they had realised I was there. This surprised
me as I imagined with their huge blacked tipped ears, massive golden
eyes and constant twitching nose they would have detected me a mile off !
Stage 1 courtship
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The body language they displayed when they found themselves so close to me was often quite comical, I
remember one even lost its footing a little as it desperately tried to engage reverse gear! I came to the
conclusion this behaviour could be attributed to the fact that they use these routes often and thus become
slightly complacent. A big part of me still wonders about this assumption but animals must let their guards
down occasionally or suffer momentary lapses of reason. I know I do and I am an animal !
Using this ambush technique was great for getting close photographs but I
desperately wanted to photograph them ‘boxing’. To do this I needed to
establish the areas in which this took place, which was certainly not
easy. I finally picked an area where I’d seen them boxing from a
distance on the corner of a field which faced a clearing of low grass
bordered by a young wheat crop. Here I adorned myself totally in
camouflaged clothing including mask and gloves and nestled into a
hedge. There I sat as still as a mouse (or a hare) and simply observed.
To start with, a contending male and female would start looking directly at
each other from a distance then they would start ducking up and down, that
is ducking down almost out of sight amongst the young wheat and then
standing up on their hind legs in full view. They would always be
Stage 2: courtship Boxing hares
facing each other and eventually this ducking up and down would
(female is the larger one)
seem to synchronise. Shortly after, one would run fast towards the other whilst the other remained in the
same place. I don’t know if it is the male that runs to the female or vice versa but I deduced this process of
ducking up and down and then to the run and greet as the first stage of the courtship. From there they
would spend time scurrying around together as a couple, sniffing here and there and taking an occasional
opportunistic nibble on the flora. This could go on for ten minutes or so. Then suddenly they would run
extremely fast in a large spiral one following the other until the spiral decreased to a point where they
would both stand on their hind legs facing each other, then after a short glare in each other’s eyes, the
battle would commence. The female is larger than the male (by 10-15%) so I’d guess she dominates but
I’ve never really been able to tell who gets the better of who as it happens so fast. The boxing could last
for as long as one minute or just a few punches then they would run off again maybe have another bout or
take a break. This could go on a few times and quite often another hare would join in and take the place of
one of them. I haven’t yet established whether the gate crasher was male and took the place of the other
male or if it was a female taking the place of the original female, most likely the former though. Contrary to
popular belief it is now well known that boxing matches are between male and female not male and male,
and although I knew this I couldn’t help but wonder if there is a bit of boxing between all hares as
competing males see each other off to get in the ring with the female! The mad March hare isn’t only mad
in March as the breeding season actually starts around the end of January and runs until August. But
March is actually a good time to see them - when the evenings are beginning to lengthen, but the crops
aren't so tall that they hide all the action.
I have been a spectator at many of these
boxing matches but I’ve never been able to
photograph the action to my total
satisfaction, not because the hares had
detected my presence but because I was
never near enough to capture the action up
close. This is where you realise as a
photographer that no matter how you can
get everything else right you really need a bit
of luck on your side! In other words to get
the ultimate photograph I need them to run
up and box in front of me not run down to the
far end of the field at 35-45mph to show off
A close encounter
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to the local barn owl that was scanning the edge of the field for voles. The up-close action shot is still on
my wish list so I will be going back next year to get it. Also during all my observations I have never yet
seen them actually mate therefore that’s another one I’d love to see and photograph.
Whilst on location I had many close encounters with hares and I have to say some of them will live in my
memory forever. When they’re amongst the wheat saplings and they first detect you their reaction is to go
low and sweep their ears back. From here they will watch you intensively observing your every move. If
you move slowly, I mean very slowly, with large periods of standing very still in between moving you can
get surprisingly close. They seem to rely on the belief that you haven’t seen them and that is the key.
Once I managed to get to within 2 metres from one before it scampered off.
Usually if I was spotted
when they were out in the open and there was no nearby cover they would bolt immediately to a distance
they felt comfortable with, which was usually about 100 metres or so.
One evening, whilst exploring the farmland, I encountered some hostility from a neighbouring farmer when
I accidentally stumbled on to his land (easily done as land borders are not actually defined on the land). I
explained that I was looking for a white hare that had been sighted in the area. His reaction was one of
horror and he explained that the last time a white hare had been in the area every man and his dog was
out looking for it. They finally shot it and displayed it in front of the local butchers. Even though I had a
huge lens and camera he was very hostile and accused
me of being a hare courser. After some persuasion I
convinced him of my innocence and he told me how he
has had a lot of trouble from gangs of hare coursers
coming from Lancashire and Yorkshire. They drive
pickups through the fields and damage the crops - he had
a real hatred of them. Because of the fondness I have
developed for hares I wanted to share this story because
this is still going on and it is becoming a big problem for
Lincolnshire to the point now that the police have devised
a special SWAT team which is mobilised as soon as the
hare coursers are seen. I really cannot understand why
anyone would want to kill this beautiful majestic animal.
I could rattle on for a whole lot more on the brown hares
but I’m sure I’m already over the permitted article size! I
hope you enjoyed it and if anyone has any questions or
observations feel free to contact me by email at
david-randle@sky.com or ask my father, Malcolm Randle,
to pass on any messages. I’ll now leave you with a few
Portrait

·

·

·

tips if you want to see hares yourself.

Best Place to see them: - Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Somerset levels, Wiltshire
(especially around Stonehenge). Look in large open arable fields just like those around
Stonehenge
Best time to see them: - Although I’ve seen them at all times of the day and all times of
the year the best time is early morning /evening from March until May. You can also shine
a flood lamp (or car headlights) into a field at night and see many.
Best way to see them: Find a place where you’ve seen them at a distance then dress up
warm in neutral colour clothing and lay down low with a hedge behind you downwind of
where you saw them. Then just wait!
Note: All photos in this article taken by Dave Randle using Canon equipment

Dave Randle
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Spillifords invisible Dormice
Some 12 to 18 months ago, low down in a bramble bush in the
woodland margin just above the natural pond I discovered a rounded
ball of leaves bound into a grassy nest. I had discovered some hazel
nuts eaten by bank voles, squirrels and nuthatch but in amongst these
were a few neatly opened hazels with characteristic Dormouse
chiselling.
These nuts were relatively close to our three
separate dormouse nest-boxes which were fixed in place by
Peter and Tina Donnelly some four or five years ago at the
top of the woodland margin.
I have yet to see one of our home grown dormice, but wildlife
expert Robin Khan confirmed the hazel nuts were classic Dormouse openings, and he confirmed the rounded ball of tightly
entwined leaves and grasses plus honeysuckle strands was the
nest of one of our invisible dormice.

The nest and nuts (photo M Randle)

Gavin Haig
Hedgerow Colour in December - Spindle Trees
Ever seen and wondered what the dramatic splash of reddish-pink is in the hedgerows at this time of
year? This winter has produced a wonderful display of colour from the seeds of the spindle tree. Well
worth looking out for and having a closer inspection.
The spindle tree gets its name from the ancient use of its thin stems as spindles for the hand spinning of
yarn. This technique was used prior to the invention of the spinning wheel, spindle whorls being found in
prehistoric sites indicating previous human habitation. Spindle wood was used to make the spindles as it
provided the smoothest wood and as such was kind on the fingers. The end of the stick was spun like a
top between the fingers, its momentum maintained by a hollow disc of stone, wood or metal attached at
the bottom end, whilst feeding on to it the loosely twisted wool. This process would draw the wool out into
a tight thread.
Originally, being a spinster meant that you spun yarn. However, in the 1700’s spinster became the legal
term for unmarried women past their "prime". This was because the best spinners were always unmarried.
Developing the skill necessary to make the finest yarns required more time than any married women with
children could afford. Therefore being a spinster of the highest skill also meant you were unmarried!
The spindle tree is largely a hedgerow plant, only bearing
good berries (and showing its best colours) where it gets
plenty of light. It grows up to 20ft tall. Its young twigs are
dark green and unusual in having a square cross section,
before turning round as they age. The leaves are short
stalked and oval in shape.

Spindle tree seeds
(Photo Stephen Powles)

Small, yellowish-green flowers appear in May. The fruit
starts a bright green colour but turns bright pink in the
autumn, expanding as it does so. As the fruit matures it
splits in to four lobes, revealing four bright orange seeds.
The seeds are soon eaten by the birds but are poisonous
to people and sheep, acting as a powerful purgative.
Powdered seeds are reputed to kill head lice.
Stephen Powles
References: The Observer’s Book of Trees
www.spinsterstreadle.com/spinning.htm

Meeting Reports

Friday18th September River Management & Ecology etc - John Hickey
John has worked for the West Country Rivers Trust (an environmental charity established in 1995 to
ensure the protection and improvement of West Country Rivers and impoundments, including public
education in water management) for 12 years and is their senior fisheries officer.
A primary concern of course is water quality. Here John emphasised the importance of oxygen levels and
the factors affecting this (particularly relevant at this time in view of the recent industrial pollution of the
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lower R Lowman in Tiverton). Run-off from roads, agricultural land, and industrial sites and sewage
outfalls all have an impact on water quality and the flora and fauna within it. Particular mention was made
of the effects of nutrient enrichment by fertilisers resulting in algal blooms, leakages from farm slurry
lagoons, silage liquor, detergents and milk, resulting in drastic reductions in oxygen levels and mass fish
and invertebrate deaths. It can often take years to recover from such pollution. In the case of the R
Lowman incident, the River Exe with its higher flow rate (due to a very wet August/early September)
seems to have escaped serious damage and we can expect recolonisation from the upper reaches of the
Lowman in due course. Soil run-off can be a serious problem during harvesting of crops and field
cultivations especially during autumn and winter when close to water courses, the resultant silt blanketing
the gravel beds so vital for spawning salmonid fish. This type of pollution is not totally avoidable and is to
some extent natural if rainfall is heavy but ploughing along the contours and not too close to the river
banks all helps. Fencing river banks at a suitable distance to limit stock access and promote good margin
flora makes ecological sense in the more intensively farmed lowlands. Such maintenance is expensive.
Part of John’s work involves monitoring fish stocks in the various river systems. Electro-fishing is the
method where a small electric current is passed into the water from a battery back pack carried by one
operator wading slowly downstream over a distance of 20 metres. The temporarily incapacitated fish float
to the surface to be netted by the second operator, standing in the river downstream from the operator
applying the electric current. The main objective is to record numbers, weight and size of any trout or
young salmon caught, these being the most economically important, and also good indicators of the
rivers’ health. Other species are recorded in numbers only. The fish recover quickly in a bucket and are
then returned to the river. Sample catches are taken at intervals along the river so that a map of its fish
population is built up. These surveys are usually carried out in late summer. Migrating fish are recorded
using electronic counting devices. Some salmon are caught in traps, transported to a hatchery, stripped of
eggs and milt, fertilised, then hatched in tanks and grown on before release into the river as parr. Here
they live for one to two years before migrating downstream to the estuary where their adaptation to saline
conditions transforms them into smolts and they enter the sea for their main growth stage.
As part of an education initiative and to promote river ecology some schools have small hatchery tanks
where the development of the eggs and fry can be followed. The importance of the invertebrate life in the
food chain is also studied by taking groups to the river to catch and identify specimens. The Trust has
produced a very useful booklet and I have a copy for the headquarters book collection at Roliphants.
As expected John’s talk ensured a lively and informative question time. Apart from some thankfully
infrequent pollution incidents our rivers are improving but there is still plenty to be done.
Alan Hopkins

Friday 16th October2009 Axe Estuary Wetland Project Developments. Kate
Tobin
This lecture brought members up to date on the project which some of us visited last year. Kate pointed
out that over the centuries many changes have occurred. In the 16th C Axmouth had a harbour and was
nearer the sea but over time heavy storms produced a shingle bank obstruction and finally the estuary
silted up so that from 1660 on it became a marshland with both fresh and salt areas. During the 18th and
19th C there were significant salt pans here as well as agriculture and latterly a
holiday campsite.
The current project is entirely based on the west bank of the
estuary. The Axe Vale & District Conservation Society was
formed in 1971. In 1977 a new flood bank was built using
material from the now aptly named Borrow Pit which has
become a valuable habitat and part of the lower Axe
freshwater release area for 150 water voles. In 2007 the Axe
Estuary Wetland Project was initiated in partnership with the
Environment Agency and Natural England, also backed by East
Devon District Council who were anxious to see the regeneration
of Seaton. On Blackhole Marsh a large shallow brackish lagoon
has now been created where water levels are controlled to encourage The self regulating tidal gate for
wading birds by increasing the invertebrate food resource. This area
controlling the lagoon’s level
along with Colyford Common forms the main nature reserve. Tesco owns
(Internet photo)
the old camp site in the lowest part of the estuary and wish to build a store there but are prepared to
donate part of it and build a visitor centre for the Jurassic Coast. However such plans are still in the
melting pot.
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Seaton Tramway is an established Tourist attraction (100,000 visitors annually) and has excellent
views of the marshes so the established reserve should be an added attraction. A cycle track/footpath
will go up the western edge of the reserve so suitable screening will be needed to avoid disturbance but
access to hides will be available in due course. It is noteworthy that Cetti and Reed Warblers and
Redshanks already breed here whilst many pass through and there are significant numbers of waterfowl
and waders in winter.
Members are recommended to observe this positive conservation development over the coming years; a
visit during this winter could be particularly interesting to see how the new lagoon is faring as it matures.
Alan Hopkins
Friday 20th November 2009 The European Beaver Past and Present. - Professor
Bryony Coles Exeter University
Professor Bryony Coles agreed to bring forward this lecture which was originally scheduled for our 2010
programme, to replace Robin Khan who was regrettably unavailable
Her interest in beavers began many years ago when as an archaeologist she was involved in
excavations on the Somerset Levels. .Pieces of wood preserved in the acidic anaerobic conditions of the
peat revealed not only human activity with flint tools but some unfamiliar marks photographs of which she
presented. These marks exactly matched wood cut by beavers which were known to be long extinct in
Britain. This started an investigation of the
history of the beaver in Europe dating
back to the Ice Ages up to the present
time.

European Beaver
( Photo by Per Harald Olsen reproduced here under licence)

Bryony showed how the beaver we
know first appeared in fossil records
dating to the Pleistocene epoch a time
characterised by a series of ice ages
separated by warm periods. At this time
sea levels were lower than today and
England was connected to Europe.
During the warm periods preceding the
last Ice Ages beavers and other fauna
were able to extend their ranges north
until the returning ice sheet forced them
back south to the Mediterranean. With
the end of the last glaciation recolonisation northwards was fairly rapid soon to
be followed by man. Evidence of beavers
comes from bones found in caves in the Wye
valley, Kent’s Cavern and Chudleigh.

(see httpcreativecommons.orglicensesby-sa3.0)

By the time sea levels had risen and Britain became an island (approx 6500BC ) a beaver population was well established here and throughout Europe. Of all the predators, man has had the greatest
impact on the beaver, mainly because its fur was highly prized and also because this large rodent could
be eaten, particularly during Lent when religion decreed that by virtue of its scaly tail it could be regarded
as fish!! Beavers were thought to be extinct in Britain by the middle ages but there are church wardens
records (late 18thC) of the bounty paid for killing beaver. By 1900 the beaver was absent from most of
Europe. (The European colonisation of North America especially Canada was significantly driven by the
fur trade and the Canadian beaver a slightly smaller but separate species was plentiful in this vast
sparsely populated country) During the 20th century the small relict European beaver began to enjoy
some protection and aided by some captive breeding and reintroductions the population has increased in
many European countries.
Reintroduction into the UK is being considered and some captive breeding is being done, having
established that beavers are legitimate members of our natural fauna. Studies in Brittany and Holland
(also a densely populated country) suggest that we can accommodate them in some areas of the UK. The
impact of beavers on river systems and flood plains is the subject of much debate but there seems little
doubt that they improve the habitat for many other species. They do not block major waterways with dams
preferring smaller steams for this activity. Their preferred food trees are Aspen Willow and Dogwood plus
vegetation. Aquatic fauna do not feature on the menu.
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Beavers live in family groups:--an adult life bonded pair with sub adults from each of the 2 previous years
(1 litter of 2 or 3 each year), the oldest of which are driven away before the 3rd litter is born. Highly
territorial they will fight, sometimes fatally, to defend their home range. For a full description of their
biology see Collins (Field Guide To Mammals of Britain and Europe)
Finally Bryony showed some interesting pictures of river bank erosion revealing likely evidence of ancient
beaver dens so perhaps we should keep our eyes open for even more evidence of our long absent
resident.
Please note that Escot Country Park has a captive Beaver project and will entertain small interested
groups.
Alan Hopkins
Report on visit to Amory Park and Paradise Woods - Friday 11/12/2009
Christine Bennett on behalf of the council has been preparing a report on the possibilities of improving
Amory Park and Paradise woods to enhance their appearance and use by the community. Many local
residents and other interested parties, ourselves amongst them, were invited to put forward our views.
To this end we went on a walk around the area and our results will be discussed at the next committee
meeting to produce a report to go to the council. Will anyone who has any views or comments they would
like to make please report them to the chairman as soon as possible.
The reason for us to get involved is that the River Lowman is the southern boundary of the park and
provides a very important wildlife corridor.
A group of us rendezvoused in the Old Road car park then
went on the walk and listed as much flora and fauna as was
possible (at this time of year), keeping a special lookout for
Kingfishers and Dippers which are regulars to the area.
We also kept a lookout for the rare white Blackbird which
also frequents the area. We did have one flash of a
Kingfisher but no Dipper sightings.
Amory Park is a flat and rather boring triangle of land which
is used virtually exclusively for sport at the present time.
Many of the facilities are excellent including a “state of the Art”
indoor Bowling Green and an international standard BMX track.
At the start of Amory Park the R. Lowman is in a concrete culvert
Tiverton’s white blackbird
but gradually improves as you move upstream. You leave the park by
(photo by Mr V Garland, Tidcombe)
walking through the underpass beneath Heathcoat Way and then to the area being reviewed, apparently
known as Paradise Woods. This is an area of green land which forms a barrier between Heathcoat Way
and the River Lowman and ends at a small bridge where a tributary stream joins the river near the
McDonalds restaurant.
Finishing our walk, which was rather muddy, (but at least the sun was shining) we returned to the car
park. We were just about to leave when there was a loud Blackbird alarm call and the white bird we had
been hoping to see flew the length of the car park. Too fast for any of us to snatch a photo, but I am
pleased to be able to show you one taken by Mr V Garland of Tidcombe just a few days before.
Peter Richardson
December 18th Members Roundtable Meeting with David Leader
Twenty five members came along on a very cold night to share a variety of specimens and audio-visual
presentations. Over half of those present had brought something of interest so David needed all his
hosting skills to keep things running smoothly.
We started by making a count of a collection of plants that had been found to be still flowering and
brought to the meeting by members. To our surprise, in view of the severe frosts recently, over 51
species were recorded. Some old taxidermy specimens; Barn, Tawny, and Little Owls and Red squirrel
plus Badger, Fox and Sparrowhawk skulls, and a complete mounted Rabbit skeleton together with plaster
casts of Otter footprints, were all on display for discussion.
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Chris Nadin took us on a rapid photographic summer jaunt through Braunton Burrows which illustrated
what a unique reserve this is. Peter Whiteman recalled his time working in the Gilgit area of Northern
Pakistan when the area was more peaceful than it is today. A wild remote and
sparsely populated region wolves bears and Snow leopard could be found there.
Doris leader explained the remarkable migration of the Painted Lady butterfly
from its source in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco spreading north and east into
Europe and the UK and which this summer had been characterised by unusually
large numbers. Malcolm Randle showed stunning photos of Red kites in aerial
display. Keith Owers revealed some details of the life of the Bumble bee and
displayed a bird nestbox where the colony had been wiped out by the invasion of
the Greater Waxmoth. The waxmoth pupae are overwintering in the box to hatch
in the spring and I will report in due course if they survive.
Dr Gavin Haig,
introducing the subject of Dormice, was followed by Stephen Powles whose
exposition on gnawed hazel nuts left us in no doubt on how to differentiate
between those eaten by Dormouse, Wood mouse
and Bank vole all of which can look
superficially similar. Jim Grose described
how his
insect refuge box had
been attacked by a predator (a
Marsh orchid at
Spotted woodpecker or a Corvid
Braunton Burrows
were suggested) leaving the cane
(photo by Chris Nadin) tubes scattered, some of them still
containing pupae.
Margaret Grose produced some rock
samples in the form of a quiz and David Hennings was the
only one with all the correct answers. He went on to show an
informative video of the society’s visit to Brownsea Island.
Jess Eliot gave a poetry reading extolling the burning
characteristics of various native woods, particularly relevant if
you have a wood burning stove.
Alan Hopkins gave the final
presentation; a video of Electro-fishing on the River Lowman with
John Hickey demonstrating the method for monitoring fish breeding on
the river catchments of the south west.
Painted Lady on Thrift.
Unsurprisingly with so much member participation it was 10.30pm
by the time David wound up the meeting. Many thanks to all of you.

N.Cornwall 29th May 2009
(the day after mass arrival)
(photo by M Randle)

Alan Hopkins

Programme Notes

The very relaxed and enjoyable annual buffet dinner is at 6.30, Friday 15th January. Our guest speaker is
Martyn Green so your enjoyment will continue right up to the time the chairs have to be stacked and put
away. Do help Doris and do as the Chairman asks in his notes!
For those who like to keep an eye on the weather our weather chart will be out next year. Various ticks
and figures are required but record keeping is not meant to be arduous. If you only tick for whether the
day is good, bad or downright ugly then you will be taking some part and that would be sufficient. Just to
whet your appetite, so to speak, in July and November there were 9 and 10 ½ inches of rain respectively
and only 12 dry days out of 61.
Any time is good for bird watching. Rod Lawrence has just announced a boat trip on one of the Stuart Line
boats. Friday 29th January leaving at 12 noon from Exmouth, three hours gently cruising the shoreline of
the Exe estuary. The cost is £9.00 and you should ring me as soon as possible if you wish to go.
February 19th sees the inimitable Ralph Hopper in charge again. Some shortcomings in the functioning
of the equipment last year saw Ralph produce stoic entertainment in addition to his usual mastery of the
“Reflections” evening. However, there are glad tidings for him; we now have our own, new, grant aided
laptop and projector. We promise him a smooth ride this year!
Towards the end of February there will be a trip to Ham Wall, in the north of the Somerset Levels. It is a
site of resident bitterns, otters and water vole in addition to the wintering wildfowl and roosting starlings.
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We need reasonable expectations of dry weather to see the starlings perform. The date will be
announced during the February meeting and will, of course, appear on our website.
AGM’s can be dry affairs so we always try and engage a speaker guaranteed to make the evening
memorable. On Friday, March 19th, John Walters fits the bill admirably. A professional naturalist, his
commentary is the same as his photography - of the very highest order.
A change in the programme saw Bryony Coles delightfully enthuse us
about beavers and archaeology in November instead of this coming
April. So I was very pleased that Rod Lawrence was able to accept our
invitation to speak to us. He says that the area of the lower Exe, the Exe
estuary and the adjoining Jurassic coast form probably the best and most
varied area of bio-diversity in Britain. Come to see and listen why on
Friday, 16th April.
Following Kate Tobin’s talk she kindly offered us a guide for an Axe
estuary visit; these areas are not open to the public yet. It will include the
recently constructed 17 island lagoon and is a “must” on anyone’s wish
list. This is expected to take place in early May with a trip, a couple of
weeks later, to Brownsea Island and Arne RSPB reserve. This will be
over 2 days and those who are interested should let me know at the
AGM, or before. so that overnight accommodation can be arranged if
required; tent, camper or B & B.
Arne RSPB Reserve

Anyone is welcome to join for either of the two single days.

(photo RSPB)

We know so much about beavers now it would be fascinating to see some. They hibernate and are
nocturnal so the very quiet guided tours will not start again at Escot until after Easter. Arrive 1½ hours
before dusk and depart a similar time later. The cost for 2010 is expected to be £5 or £6 each.
Summer outings will appear in the annual programme with summaries in the next newsletter.
Contact
David Leader on 01398 351359 for more information.
David Leader

Notices

Tiverton Civic Society
Recently, at the instigation of Gavin Haig, we became corporate members of the Tiverton Civic Society,
a registered charity that cares for the beauty, history and character of Tiverton Town and its
surroundings. The main aim of the Society is to protect and preserve the environment of the Tiverton
area, and try to change or influence for the better, features of life which cause general concern. Totally
non-political the Civic Society takes a long term and independent view of the many changes that are now
affecting us all. We felt that we share many of these aims and that we can help each other in this.
Some of our members are already members of the Civic Society as individuals. Any of our members
are entitled to attend their meetings including the AGM, details of which can be found on their web site to
which our own site has a direct link. When the Civic Society’s programme for 2010 is published it will be
included in the next Newsletter.
Malcolm Randle
Exhibition
In February we are planning to mount an exhibition of photographs and artwork by members of the
Society at the Heathcote Community Centre for which we have reserved a space The exhibition will
last for the whole month and if anyone has any material of a relevant wildlife subject please contact
Peter Richardson on 01884 243905.
RSPB Great Garden Birdwatch - 30/31 January 2010
This year the RSPB birdwatch is a bit earlier than usual at the end of January.
It does not take a lot of time, one hour, and you have two days to choose from. If you do not have a
suitable garden you can do it in a park, or if you contact the committee, I am sure someone would be
glad for you to visit to share in their bird watching.
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If you don’t receive a survey sheet from the RSPB, you can find out full details and download one from
their website: www.rspb.org.uk/birdwatch .
For anyone not “on-line” I will be pleased to provide a copy, please contact me on 01884 243905.
Peter Richardson
Gill Graham
It is with regret that I have to inform you of the death of Gill Graham who passed away on 5th December
2009. She was secretary of the Offwell Environmental Link and one of the founder supporters of the
Woodland Education Centre from the beginning. This year was the twentieth anniversary of the Link and
Gill will be sadly missed. The MDNHS is an associate member of the Offwell Environmental Link and
several of our members will have known Gill.
Jeff Benn

